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Message from the Director
It is with great pleasure 
that I welcome readers of 
UPLINK to an exciting new 
year and a new decade for 
the Centre. 2010, already a 
quarter past, is proving to 
be a time of dramatic 
growth for PICT, with our 
research activities, 
teaching programs, 

student enrolments and staff makeup all reaching 
new heights. PICT has initiated the very successful 
Somalia, Yemen and Maghreb Watch research 
project, as well as continued its close collaboration 
with international research bodies such as the 
Council for Asian Terrorism Research (CATR). In terms 
of our teaching programs, PICT has successfully 
initiated a new Postgraduate Certificate and 
Postgraduate Diploma in Computer Forensics, as well 
as having achieved outstanding success with our 
Postgraduate offerings  through Open Universities 
Australia. This reflects a continuing trend of 
sustained growth, with enrolments in PICT courses 
up over 50% from last year. At the same time, new 
staff members, visiting researchers and PhD students 
have joined PICT, all bringing their own unique skills 
and expertise to add to the Centre’s whole. This 
edition of UPLINK reflects many of these new 
developments, and points to 2010 being the most 
successful and dynamic year for PICT yet.  

Caroline Ziemke-Dickens at 
the Police Strategic Leadership 
Conference

PICT’s colleague from the Council for Asian Terrorism 
Research (CATR), Dr Caroline Ziemke-Dickens 
recently spent a week at the Centre. Caroline had 
spent the previous week, along with another of her 
colleagues from the Institute for Defence Analyses 
in the USA, in discussions with a number of NSW 
and Commonwealth organisations. During her visit 
to PICT Caroline accepted an invitation to address 
the NSW Police Strategic Leadership Program where 
she presented on the topic “Strategic Approaches 
to Community Engagement” at the NSW Police 
Leadership Centre at Richmond.  

Assistant Commissioner Michael Corboy APM, Commander 
Education and Training for the NSW Police Force, making a 
presentation to Dr Ziemke-Dickens following her address
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PICT’s Clive Williams the Third 
Most Quoted Terrorism Expert 
Worldwide

A UK assessment of global 
terror expertise produced 
by the University of 
Strathclyde has listed 
PICT’s Professor Clive 
Williams as the third most 
quoted terrorism expert in 

world media. The results come from a global study 
looking at the rise of terrorism expertise and its use 
in the mainstream news media. The findings show 
that since the terrorist attacks on 11 September 2001 
an international ‘invisible college’ of experts has 
formed and now operates as a nexus of interests 
connecting academia with military, intelligence and 
government agencies. Overall, five Australians 
feature in the list of the top 100 experts: 

Clive Williams, No 3.

David Wright-Neville, No 37.

Athol Yates, No 79.

David Kilcullen, No 95.

Carl Ungerer, at No 98. 

Number one on the worldwide list is Professor Rohan 
Gunaratna, of Singapore, a close friend and associate 
of PICT. Professor Gunaratna gave a lecture at the 
Centre on the current and emerging terrorist threats 
to Australia in October last year, and his Asian Threat 
Forecast 2010 was published in the previous edition 
of UPLINK. 

For more the original article click here 

PICT/AIPIO Open Source 
Intelligence Seminar at NSW 
Parliament House

On 16 February PICT co-sponsored a successful 
seminar at the NSW Parliament House with the 
Australian Institute of Professional Intelligence 
Officers (AIPIO). NSW Police Counter Terrorism 
Command Senior Sergeant Shannon Armstrong gave 
a unique presentation on Open Source Intelligence, 
based on training he received while on secondment 
in the US with the Department of Homeland 
Security. The presentation offered participants a 
greater understanding of open source research, and 
especially insights about searching for information 
on the Internet more effectively, efficiently and 
anonymously. Tips were provided regarding 
reducing or eliminating one’s electronic footprint 
during online activity, and exploiting the vast array 
and freely available information on the Internet.

Close links to continue
Dr Dave Cox is leaving PICT to take up the position of 
Dean, Navitas College of Public Safety in Melbourne 
at the end of March. His previous experience 
working with the Office of National Assessments, 
Department of Defence, and more recently Victoria 
Police has enabled Dave to convene and teach 
across a number of PICT topics. The multi- and inter-
disciplinary nature of the PICT curriculum was a 
significant attractor for Dave joining PICT@MQ.

Dave said: “My time at PICT has been a terrific 
experience. Being closely involved in curriculum 
development and initiating improvements to the 
learning and teaching processes have produced 

Senior Sergeant Shannon Armstrong presenting on Open 
Source Intelligence at the PICT/AIPIO seminar

http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/content~content=a917136763&db=all
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good results for both students and staff. On the back 
of these developments PICT has a great future”.

Dave and Peter Anderson are collaborating on an 
article on police education—a topic that both share 
a passion for. With a research interest in national and 
international security the relationship between PICT 
and Dave will continue.

PICT Attends the Kokoda 
National Security Careers Night, 
Canberra
Each year the National Security Careers Night, 
hosted by the Kokoda Foundation, is an exclusive 
opportunity for university graduates and young 
professionals who work in the national security 
community, or aspire to do so, to make contact with 
industry professionals and experts. The Careers 
Night provides young leaders with valuable insights 
into the national security community, featuring 
presentations on the roles, activities and professional 
development opportunities in major government 
organisations. The Careers Night is an annual 
event held in March when most of the represented 
organisations are recruiting. In 2010, it attracted 
approximately 350 participants. Organisations 
represented include:

• Defence Signals Directorate

• Australian Security Intelligence Organisation

• Attorney-General’s Department

• Defence Imagery and Geospatial Organisation

• Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet

• Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

• Australian Federal Police

• Australian Customs Service/ Border Protection 
Command

• Department of Defence

• Defence Intelligence Organisation

• Australian Secret Intelligence Service

This year PICT was also represented at the Careers 
night, which took place in Adams Hall at the 
Australian Defence Force Academy in Canberra on 

March 25. 

For more information about the Kokoda Foundation 
click here. 

PICT Profiles

Dr Peter Searle – Course Convener for 
ISS807: Border Security, and ISS808: 
Organisations of Global Security.
Dr Peter Searle joined PICT as a senior lecturer in 
January 2010. His lifelong association with Southeast 
Asia began when, in the early seventies, he spent 
twelve months traveling around longhouses in 
Sarawak, East Malaysia, doing research for an MA. 
Returning to Australia he tutored for two years at 
the University of Sydney before joining the then 
Department of Foreign Affairs. Shortly after that 
he was posted as Third Secretary to the Australian 
High Commission in Malaysia. On return to Australia 
he spent several years in the Southeast Asia 
Branch of the Department before being posted as 
First Secretary/Acting High Commissioner to the 
Australian mission in Zimbabwe – which was also 
responsible for the neighbouring states of Botswana 
and Mozambique. Returning to Malaysia he 
completed research for his PhD  degree, interspersed 
with periods back in Foreign Affairs, where he 
worked in the Trade Division during the foundation 
of APEC (shepherding a Malaysian delegation) 
and the Policy Planning Unit (which attempted to 
forecast possible crises and an appropriate response 
to them). Taking leave from the Department he 
was appointed lecturer at the University of New 
South Wales (Australian Defence Force Academy) for 
three years before moving on to the University of 
Newcastle. His on-going research interests include 
the politics of Southeast Asia, security issues in the 
Asia-Pacific and Asian political economy. He has 
published two books Politics in Sarawak and The 
Riddle of Malaysian Capitalism. When not working, 
Peter enjoys ocean swimming with the Terrigal 
Sea Urchins. He can be contacted at peter.searle@
mq.edu.au

Currently reading: The Ascent of Money: A Financial 
History of the World by Niall Ferguson

http://www.kokodafoundation.org/YSLFAbout.html
mailto:peter.searle%40mq.edu.au?subject=
mailto:peter.searle%40mq.edu.au?subject=
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Currently preoccupied by: teaching a new course – 
Organisations of Global Security

What are you excited about: Ocean swimming

Pierre-Julien Ruiz – Visiting Researcher, 
and Tutor for PICT802: Terrorism Issues, 
and ISS814: International Crime.

Pierre-Julien Ruiz recently 
joined PICT as a visiting 
researcher and tutor from 
the University of Jean 
Moulin Lyon 3, France. 
Previously he studied 
International Law and 
Politics during his 
undergraduate studies in 

France (University of Reims) and Australia (UTS, 
Sydney). He completed a MA in International 
Security and Intelligence and a professional training 
in Intelligence at the Institute of Strategic and 
International Relations of Paris. He has worked for 
French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, US Armed Forces 
Emergency Service and served in the French Army as 
Reservist for 8 years. Pierre-Julien is also a recipient 
of the French National Defence Medal, Auditor of the 
French Institute of Higher National Defence Studies 
(IHEDN), and member of the Research Institute of 
International Relations of Paris (IFRI). While at PICT 
Pierre-Julien is completing a major research project 
analysing the influence of non-state actors (such as 
the media and university research centres) in 
fighting terrorism, and examining the various 
counterterrorism approaches adopted by these 
organisations. He can be contacted at pierre-julien.
ruiz@mq.edu.au. 

Student Services Update
With the semester off to a busy start PICT would like 
to remind all students that if they experience any 
problems within their program they should contact 
their lecturer or the Student Services Administrator, 
Louise Hutchence, for assistance. Louise can be 
contacted on (+61 2) 9850 1421, or at Louise.
Hutchence@.mq.edu.au.

Important Upcoming Dates
The autumn graduation ceremony for PICT students 
who completed their program at the end of 2009 
will take place on Thursday, 15 April, 2010 at 9.30 
am. Information and the invitation to attend the 
graduation ceremony was sent by post to graduating 
students in January. Please refer to http://www.
graduation.mq.edu.au for more information.

Mid semester break will commence on 5 April and 
conclude on 16 April 2010, classes will recommence 
on Monday, 19 April 2010.

CATR Asian Conflict Reports
The Centre, in 
conjunction with the 
Council for Asian 
Terrorism Research, 
offers you the 
opportunity to stay 
abreast of current 
developments in the 

security landscape of our region through links to the 
latest Asian Conflict Reports. 

August: Includes reports on the new face of Jemaah 
Islamiya, maritime security in East Asia, China’s 
terrorism risks, and Kashmiri jihadists. 

To download the paper click here .

October: Includes reports on terrorism in 
Bangladesh, women and the war on terrorism, India’s 
Maoist war, and the conflict in Southern Thailand. 

To download the paper click here. 

Conference Reviews

ASIS International
Associate Lecturer Becky Mitchell attended the 
ASIS International 4th Asia-Pacific conference in 
Sydney from 1-3 February, 2010. Topics covered 
at the conference extended across a full spectrum 
of themes in security management ranging from 
supply chain security, loss prevention, piracy, 
terrorism, executive protection, intellectual property 
rights, and hotel security. Of particular interest were 

mailto:pierre-julien.ruiz%40mq.edu.au?subject=
mailto:pierre-julien.ruiz%40mq.edu.au?subject=
mailto:Louise.Hutchence%40.mq.edu.au?subject=
mailto:Louise.Hutchence%40.mq.edu.au?subject=
http://www.graduation.mq.edu.au
http://www.graduation.mq.edu.au
http://www.pict.mq.edu.au/pdf/catr/Asian-Confilcts-Reports-August-2009.pdf
http://www.pict.mq.edu.au/pdf/catr/ACR-October-2009.pdf
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speeches by industry experts, on the Global Financial 
Crisis and corporate espionage; Securing mass 
transit systems from emerging threats: an airline 
perspective; and Al-Qaeda’s global strategy and the 
implications for Asia and cyber security/networking 
risks. The conference provided an opportunity for 
attendees to connect with peers in various areas 
of security management from around the world, 
exchange ideas, and gain valuable new perspectives 
on regional and global challenges to security 
frameworks.

Engaging the Tamil Tigers: Lessons from a 
Failed Peace Process

On 8 March PICT Associate 
Lecturer Shanaka 
Jayasekara attended an 
international conference in 
Colombo, sponsored by 
William and Mary College, 
Williamsburg, Virginia, that 
focused on the lessons to 
be drawn from the failure 
of the peace process in 

ending the Tamil Tiger insurgency in Sri Lanka. 
Shanaka’s presentation The Role of Norwegian 
Facilitation in the Sri Lankan Peace Process: 2002-2006 
reviewed and suggested points for future adoption 
in similar circumstances. Jointly with Professor Rohan 
Gunaratna, Head of the International Centre for 
Political Violence and Terrorism Research, Singapore, 
Shanaka also participated in a round table discussion 
on the Sri Lankan experience of counter terrorism 
hosted by the International Centre for Ethnic Studies 
(ICES) in Colombo.

Terrorism Briefs

Rings of Terror

An examination of the current jihadi landscape by 
former PICT staff member Lydia Khalil, published in 
Foreign Policy, has revealed that there are roughly six 
degrees of al Qaeda affiliation, each of which poses 
its own threat and requires a different response. 
These range from Al Qaeda’s original leadership at 
the top, down through regional subsidiaries, free 
agents, entrepreneurial jihadists, ‘lone wolves,’ to 
‘armchair jihadists,’ or jihadist pundits, at the base. 
Lydia has compiled a useful typology of international 
Islamic terrorism in the 21st century, which can be 
used as a guide to the people who make up the 
global movement’s core and its periphery. 

For the full article click here. 

Terrorism the Games Wild Card
PICT’s Clive Williams has pointed out in the Age and 
Sydney Morning Herald newspapers that the links 
between terrorism and sport are real and set to 
become of increasing concern in the near future. 
Looking at the Commonwealth Games, set to be held 
in New Delhi in October this year, Professor Williams 
argues that, with as many as 800 terrorist cells in 
India at present, not only will Australian athletes 
need to think carefully about the level of risk they 
face, but will also have to be prepared to provide 
their own security protection. 

For the full article click here.  

http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2010/02/10/rings_of_terror
http://www.smh.com.au/opinion/politics/terrorism-the-games-wild-card-20100116-mdfq.html
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Cleric’s Fatwa Condemns Martyrs to 
Hellfire
A leading Pakistani cleric has issued a religious ruling 
in Britain condemning terrorism, saying suicide 
bombers are destined for hell. Dr Muhammad 
Tahir-ul-Qadri’s 600 page religious ruling, or fatwa, 
is a very different message to the interpretation of 
Islam in which martyrs go to heaven. Dr Qadri says 
there is nothing written in the Koran that could be 
used to justify suicide bombings, rather, he warns 
that Islam condemns such acts. Dr Qadri’s rulings 
conform to a longstanding strand within Islamic 
theology that appeals to a tolerant, pluralistic and 
peace engendering interpretation of the Koran and 
the Hadith. 

For the full article click here.  

How Big a Security Threat to Australia are 
the Tamil Tigers?
On January 18 Professor Clive Williams argued in the 
Canberra Times that conditional entry is an option 
that should be considered for some former Tamil 
Tiger asylum-seekers. The ASIO decision to declare 
five Tamils a security risk to Australia was probably 
based on information provided by the Sri Lankan 
security intelligence organisation. Yet, since May 
2009 the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) have 
become a totally defeated force in Sri Lanka and 
general perception is that they are now a defunct 
organisation that appears to pose little residual 
threat, either within Australia or abroad. The LTTE’s 
fund-raising and purchasing capacity remains intact 
however, and some overseas LTTE members would 
most-likely wish to resume the insurgency against Sri 
Lankan diplomatic missions abroad. 

News Briefs

PICT in the News
On February 2 The Canberra Times ran a one-
page story on PICT’s role as a major Australian 
interdisciplinary postgraduate centre educating 
security professionals. It was argued that increasingly 
Australia and the region will need highly skilled 
graduates who will be able to navigate the complex 
and challenging strategic security environment 

likely to emerge in the Asia Pacific over the coming 
decades. Developing a whole-of-nation and whole-
of-region security framework will require people 
who understand the issues and can find creative 
solutions, and who are multi-disciplinary and agile 
thinkers. 

Australia’s Chance to Take Leading Role in 
Oruzgan Province, Afghanistan
PICT’s Clive Williams has argued in the Canberra 
Times, March 5, that it is regrettable that Australian 
politicians are denying the Australian Defence 
Force the opportunity to take the leadership role 
in Oruzgan province after the Dutch withdrawal. 
The military emphasis in Afghanistan is now on 
counterinsurgency operations, rather than killing 
insurgents, and adopting a prominent leadership 
role will both help in this task and score points 
with our US allies. Any such increase in Australia’s 
leadership role should, he argued, be coupled with 
attempts to involve more Australian Muslims in the 
civil-aid program to redevelop Oruzgan province.

2010 Block Courses
Sydney and Canberra block courses continue in 
2010 and are open for both academic students and 
professional students. 

2010 dates and details are as follows:

PICT 818: National Security and Counter 
Terrorism Issues
Canberra 12-16 April

Sydney 19-23 July

Examines the structure and components of national 
security, including the role of the intelligence and 
law enforcement communities, and considers which 
areas of the public and private sectors need to play 
a part. The course examines different homeland 
security models and what comprises an effective 
counter terrorism strategy.

http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/2010/03/03/2834788.htm
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PICT 817: Security in Business and 
Government
Co-convened by John McFarlane

Canberra 1-6 August

This course examines the importance of protective 
security in business and government. The course 
assesses the security threat and looks at the issues 
of fraud, ethics, corruption, white collar crime, 
cybercrime, espionage. The course examines a 
number of real world case studies.

PICT 802: Terrorism Issues
Canberra 20-24 September

This unit explores the evolution of terrorism and 
politically motivated violence, considers the 
motivations of terrorists and terrorist groups, 
assesses trends in terrorist methodology, and 
evaluates approaches to formulating effective 
counter terrorist strategies. The unit includes case 
studies of terrorist and insurgent groups, including 
Al-Qaeda and Jemaah Islamiyah, to enhance 
students’ knowledge and understanding of the 
practitioners of terrorism and political violence. 
The unit is largely based on practical operational 
experience, drawing from government, terrorist 
and media sources. Students will be encouraged 
to follow their own study interest for the essay in 
consultation with the course deliverer.

Conference Alerts

Security in Government 2010
7th – 9th June 2010, National Convention Centre, 
Canberra

http://www.ag.gov.au/www/agd/agd.nsf/Page/
National_securitySecurity_In_Government_
Conference2009_and_2010

The SIG conference aims to address a range of issues 
including protective security, counter-terrorism 
and the impact of the current security environment 
on the Australian community. The conference 
includes an array of Australian and international 
speakers, plus a number of panel discussions. The 
conference and trade exhibition also highlights the 

latest developments in policy and technology in the 
protective security environment.

Safeguarding Australia 2010 

22nd – 23rd September 2010, Canberra

http://www.safeguardingaustralia.org.au/

The 9th annual conference and forum on national 
security and resilience will be held in Canberra on 
the 1 - 2 of September, 2010. More details will be 
provided in future editions of UPLINK. 

Contact Details:
Level Two, Building Y3A 
Macquarie University NSW 2109 
Ph:   +61 2 9850 1420 
Fax: +61 2 9850 1440 
Email: pict.info@mq.edu.au
Web: www.pict.mq.edu.au

http://www.ag.gov.au/www/agd/agd.nsf/Page/National_securitySecurity_In_Government_Conference2009_and_2010
http://www.ag.gov.au/www/agd/agd.nsf/Page/National_securitySecurity_In_Government_Conference2009_and_2010
http://www.ag.gov.au/www/agd/agd.nsf/Page/National_securitySecurity_In_Government_Conference2009_and_2010
http://www.safeguardingaustralia.org.au/
mailto:pict.info%40mq.edu.au?subject=
http://www.pict.mq.edu.au

